GET IN. WE'RE
CURING ALS

"Patient. Voices. Matter. They must and will be
heard." - Brian Wallach, I AM ALS Co-Founder
What We're Up To

Our collaboration with AugieÕs
Quest highlighting ALS love stories
is a tremendous success thanks to
you! Check out some of these
stories and spread the love.

Diversity and
Inclusion

We know the ALS
community is not
equitable and inclusive for
Black people impacted by
ALS. WeÕre here for
change. If you are Black
and have been impacted
by ALS, please join our
listening session.
JOIN US

COMMUNITY UPDATES
Clinical Trials Team
The Clinical Trials Team is driven to make clinical trials more
effective and humane and is excited to announce another rated
study in the Patient-Centric Trial Design (PaCTD) Rating system.

Legislative Affairs Team
The Legislative Affairs Team is on a mission to educate senators
on ACT for ALS before itÕs introduced to propel this actÕs
progress into a bill! Join them by messaging your senators now.
Veterans Affairs Team
The Veterans Affairs Team is reaching out to legislators to move
forward legislative priorities. Go get Ôem, team!

Meet Juliet: Juliet is an incredible
ALS advocate who is a member of I
AM ALSÕ Community Outreach
Team creating some incredible ALS
awareness campaigns. Make sure to
watch our Twitter and Facebook
accounts for her and the rest of the
team's work.

WHAT'S COMING UP?
FEBRUARY 21-28

Veterans ALS Online Support Group
This group supports U.S. Veterans, their loved ones and/or
caregivers touched by ALS. The focus is connection, education and
support on their ALS journey.
Register
Understanding the Insurance Process for RADICAVA(R) (edaravone)
Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma America will be conducting an

educational webinar designed to answer some of the most
commonly asked questions about RADICAVA¨ (edaravone). It is
titled: Understanding the Insurance Process for RADICAVA¨
(edaravone) and will be presented on February 22, 2021, at 3pm ET
by James T. Kenney, a former president of the Academy of
Managed Care Pharmacy and healthcare insurance insider.
Register
SEE ALL EVENTS

I AM ALS is a patient-led community that provides critical
support and resources to patients, caregivers and loved
ones. It empowers advocates to raise awareness and lead
the revolution against ALS in driving the development of
cures. Learn more at iamals.org.
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